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ABSTRACT

We apply the theoretical methods and numerical tech-
niques to simulated Gaia observations and discuss the
practical requirements for rapid real-time computation
of orbits during the active observational phase of Gaia.
We pay special attention to the nonlinear phase transi-
tion effect from extended orbital distributions to well-
constrained ones in the case of high-precision data and
illustrate the implications for Gaia with examples.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Gaia will carry out a systematic survey of a wide vari-
ety of Solar System objects down to magnitude V = 20.
During the 5-year mission some 500 000 objects will be
observed, most of them repeatedly, with an accuracy sev-
eral orders of magnitude better than with current ground-
based surveys. The improved astrometric accuracy will
have a major impact on the accuracy of the derived or-
bits, and in turn on several applications relying on the
assessment of orbital uncertainty such as ephemeris pre-
diction, asteroid identification, and collision probability
assessment.

We study the evaluation of orbital uncertainties from Gaia
observations using 6D statistical orbit computation tech-
niques. The inverse problem of asteroid orbit computa-
tion is described in the companion paper (Muinonen et
al. 2005), where we provide a sequence of computational
techniques applicable from discovery onwards. In this
paper we present the application of the various techniques
to simulated Gaia observations.

In preliminary simulations for Gaia by Muinonen & Vir-
tanen (2002) (see also Muinonen et al. 2002), a nonlinear
collapse was seen in the orbital uncertainties as a func-
tion of the improving accuracy of astrometric observa-
tions. This phase transition effect can also be recognized
in the time evolution of the orbital uncertainty (see, e.g.,

Virtanen et al. 2004). The existence of such an effect
suggests that different computational methods could be
used to assess the uncertainties before, at, and after the
transition.

We start with the technique of statistical ranging. Close to
the discovery moment the observational data of an object
is typically exiguous: the number of observations is very
small and/or the covered orbital arc is very short. For
such data, the covariance matrices computed in the linear
approximation (e.g., with the least-squares technique) are
known to fail to describe the uncertainties in the orbital
parameters. Ranging gives us rigorous means to assess
these uncertainties for, e.g., the dynamical classification
and collision probability assessment of near-Earth objects
at their Gaia discovery moment.

We continue with the novel Monte Carlo technique of
phase-space sampling using volumes-of-variation (VOV-
technique) for asteroids with moderate time arcs and/or
moderate numbers of observations. The nonlinear tech-
nique complements the statistical ranging one for exigu-
ous observational data and the least-squares one for ex-
tensive observational data. It helps us assess the nonlin-
ear phase transition from extended orbital-element dis-
tributions to well-constrained ones. We note that the fi-
nal Gaia orbit computation requires an iterative solution
of the entire inverse problem, including asteroid sizes,
shapes, masses as well as accounting for relativistic ef-
fects.

We apply the orbital-element sampling techniques to ex-
ample near-Earth and main-belt objects and discuss the
implications for the Gaia asteroid orbit computation task.

2. INITIAL ORBITS

2.1. Phase Transition

We study the phase transition effect of both improving
astrometric accuracy and increasing observational time
arc by applying our orbit computation scheme to near-
Earth and main-belt objects (NEOs, MBOs) with simu-
lated Gaia data. Our preliminary study implied that the
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occurrence of this nonlinear collapse in the orbital distri-
butions is most likely highly case-sensitive.

For the simulated observations of two near-Earth aster-
oids 1993 OM7 and 1998 OX4 (3 observations covering a
time arc of∼ 3 hr; see Muinonen et al. 2002), the nonlin-
ear collapse takes place at the 0.5 and 5 mas level of ob-
servational accuracy, respectively. Thus, pinpointing its
exact location for each object requires a detailed study.
For the time evolution, we break down the object’s obser-
vational data night by night and apply the different tech-
niques to the data in a sequential manner. For the effect of
improving accuracy, we fix the sequence of observational
epochs and repeat the orbit computation using different
assumptions for the observational noise.

In Figures 1 and 2 we show the phase transition for
the simulated Gaia observations of the main-belt aster-
oid (4) Vesta. For single-epoch Gaia data (4 observations
covering 0.4 days), the collapse in the accuracy of the
orbital elements occurs for observational noise less than
∼ 1 mas. For high-precision data, our studies suggest
that the transition for MBOs may take place already at
the discovery moment if at least three observations are
available, while for current ground-based observations
with typical accuracy of some tenths of arcsecond, this
transition happens for asteroids with moderate observa-
tional arcs and/or numbers of observations (see Virtanen
& Muinonen 2004, Muinonen et al. 2004). This is en-
couraging for the Gaia task of initial orbit computation,
because the simulated asteroid observations have turned
out to be very sparse in time (for a typical MBO,∼ 70 ob-
servations during the 5-yr mission, for NEOs even less),
implying that weeks or months may pass before the dis-
covery data is replenished and the orbit improved.

3. REFINED ORBITS

To improve the initial orbits as the observational data of
an object becomes more extensive, we compute differ-
entially corrected orbits using the simulated Gaia error
model. We again make an application to the simulated
observations of (4) Vesta (69 observations from 5 years)
to demonstrate the Gaia orbit refinement task.

3.1. Asymptotics

We show the linear trend in orbit refinement as a func-
tion of improving accuracy (Figure 3) and increasing
Gaia time arc (Figure 4) for Vesta. For the full Gaia
arc of 5 years, an order of magnitude improvement in
observational accuracy results in similar improvement in
the orbital parameters, difference between typical current
ground-based accuracy of 0.5 arcsec and Gaia accuracy
of mas-level (e.g., ∼ 3 mas for V = 9 mag MBO) is a
factor of 100. The trend in the gradual refinement of the
orbit as more Gaia epochs are observed for the asteroid is
also close to linear.

Figure 3. Accuracy of the semimajor axis as a function of
the assumed observational accuracy using the full Gaia
arc for (4) Vesta. Least squares standard deviations com-
puted with different assumptions for the observational
noise (simulated Gaia accuracy marked with a star).

Figure 4. Improving accuracy of the semimajor axis as
a function of the increasing Gaia observational arc for
(4) Vesta.

4. ORBITS DURING THE GAIA OBSERVING
PERIOD

We describe the real-time online processing of Gaia ob-
servations. Based on the asteroid orbital data base, we
monitor the objects in the Gaia observing window for a
rapid assessment of Gaia observations. That is, we main-
tain a real-time map of the sky by continuous propagation
of ephemeris distributions for all known objects. Gaia
detections are checked against known objects taking into
account the uncertainties in their positions. Based on this
identification, the detected objects follow different paths:
successful identifications result in refined orbits, while
Gaia discoveries lead to new initial orbits to be added in
the data base. The data base is thus continuously updated,
and at the end of the survey, also the physical properties
such as spin states, shapes, and masses of the observed
objects should be included and the orbit computation pro-
cedure is iterated towards a global solution.
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Figure 1. Phase transition in the accuracy of the orbital elements as a function of improving observational accuracy for
simulated observations of (4) Vesta. Ranging has been applied to the single-epoch Gaia data (4 observations over 0.4
days) by making different assumptions for the observational noise.

5. CONCLUSION

Making use of simulated Gaia observations, we have
demonstrated the potential of modern statistical orbit
computation techniques such as Ranging, VOV sampling,
as well as the standard least squares technique (linear ap-
proximation). The VOV sampling completes the spec-
trum of 6D statistical orbit computation techniques ex-
tending from discovery to long observational arcs, thus
also completing the spectrum of orbit computation tools
needed for the Gaia mission. The techniques are read-
ily applicable to ephemeris prediction, e.g., sequentially
from the discovery to the end of the mission as well as
dynamical classification of Gaia discoveries. We can
also assess the collision probability for NEOs with high-
precision data and study the implications for Gaia discov-
eries.
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